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Meeting Topics:          

1. Stairs & Falls            

2. Heat Stress

On the road?                      

Be off the phone!

Is there a tool to 

help you to do the 

lifting?  Get it and 

save your back!

Clean up spills                     

quickly before they                        

become accidents.

Driving?  Leave your 

cell phone off so 

you reduce the 

chance                    of 

an accident. 

Prevent Slipping -           

Be careful as you 

move from one type 

of surface to 

another.
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INDEPENDENCE DAY Remember to                     

check over the                               

ladder before                      

using it.

Uneven surfaces 

require your                  

attention so that                     

you don't fall.

Keep electrical 

panels easily 

accessible.  Do not 

block them.

It may only take                        

a moment but use                                

PPE at all times!

Chance takers are 

accident makers!
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Are your safety            

glasses made to 

Z87+ standards?

 Reduce slips and 

falls by wearing 

proper shoes for the 

surface you are on. 

Setting the bead on 

large or old tires can 

be hazardous.  Use a 

cage for safety.

SDS Symbol - Irritant Safety Meetings -    

Have you had yours 

this month?

Stairwells are not 

stock rooms!                    

Keep stairs clear                 

at all times.

Summer is here and 

time to get outside 

and play safely!
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The hotter it gets 

outside means the 

more water you 

need inside.

Eyes tired from 

computer use?  Try 

the 20/20/20 rule.

Using a pallet jack?                             

Remember to push - 

not pull.

Lifting awkward 

object?                       

Get help to make                    

it a safer lift.

Stay hydrated and 

drink plenty of 

water on hot days.

How new is              

your Accident                 

Prevention 

Program?
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Wishing won't                 

keep you safe                   

but safety will.

Using a ladder?                      

Use the right                      

one for the task.
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Accidents happen 

when you hurry!  

The accident will not 

speed things up.

Stairs that have 

colored 'nose' treads 

make it easy to see 

each transition.

Safety begins and                                      

ends with you!

When did you               

last do a full                                  

safety check of                                

the entire store?








